HEALING THE EARTH’S DISEASE ‐ HUMANS
If humans are indeed analogous to malignant cancer, as theorized by Dr. Warren Hern, then we must look at healing the
patient. There are several steps involved in the process.

1. Creating the ARC Cities is part of that process as it stops the progressive increase of the disease and reorients it
from a spreading malignant tumor to a benign one.

2. The healing is similar in many levels. If we treat the Earth more as a living entity that responds to stimuli (Gaian)
then rather than imputing negative response stimuli, we induce positive response stimuli.

3. We need to spend a millennium or more healing the planet. The most qualified group to do this is new
discipline called Restorative Ecologists. Evolving out of Landscape Architecture, they have integrated a strong
background in ecology.

4. Nature (Gaia) can certainly heal herself. But, human may be able to hasten the process. It would also be sign of
respect that instead of continuously pilfer from the Earth that we put back.

5. The ant kingdom is an example of this. In total mass there are as many ants on the Earth’s surface as there are
humans. Yet in most places the ants live harmoniously with their environment. Cutter ants actually garden and
improve the ecological balance.

I.

HUMAN INFECTION OF THE EARTH
1. Human presence in a biome is usually disruptive to stasis
2. Human presence rapidly increased on surface of each biome
3. Human disruption of soils in each biome
4. Human cover of surface in each biome
5. Human release of noxious gases
6. Human tunneling and removal of sub‐surface materials (mining results similar to earthworm
translocation of soil)
7. Humans act as infection vector to transfer contaminates from one biome to another
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II.

SYMPTOMS OF ILLNESS
1. Fever – Global Warming
2. Acidosis – Acidification of Ocean
3. Lung Infection – Air Pollution affecting all respiration
4. Oxygen reduction – Removal of significant oxygen generators (trees& algae)
5. Increase in Anti‐Bodies – Copious amounts of pollen released in air

III.

HUMAN ANALOGOUS TO MALIGNANT MELANOMA
1. Humans are necrotic saprophytes that contagiously spread occupancy on the surface until the host is
killed
2. Humans cover the surface with cities that pave roads and erect buildings effectively sealing the surface
from breathing (skin tissue difficulties)
3. Humans extract nutrients from within (drilling water wells to extract water from aquifers)
4. Humans extract earth’s blood from within (drilling for oil, replacing with salt water or nitrogen)
5. Human infection of lymph system (injection of waste into aquifers)
6. Human infection migrates long distance to infect new areas.
7. Human infection attempts to migrate extraterrestrially to moon & planets
8. Human dumping of highly toxic materials (superfund locations)

IV.

TREATMENT & REMEDIATION
1. Stabilization of Human Population growth
2. Creation of benign human presence with contained growth zones (ARC Cities and Clusters) with closed‐
loop waste systems & rain water collection
3. Restoration of soils through remedial techniques
4. Balancing of soil pH to create improved soil health
5. Cessation of hydro‐carbon burning and air pollution
6. Cessation of other air pollution contaminates (SO2 & NO2)
7. Food production using permanent bed techniques
8. Plant trees to increase overall oxygen level on planet.
9. Harmonization with other species (learning, communicating and understanding)
10. Magnetic attunement with Earth fields
11. Discovery of other metaphysic paradigms and alignment to them
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